
•          IWS is clear, colorless, and odorless. Tint or pigment cannot be added.   

•          The easiest application method is to spray it on with a well-cleaned handheld pump sprayer, or a garden 
sprayer. You can also apply it with a brush or pad. Be sure to treat all six sides of the boards, especially the cut ends 
of each board (if staining outer surfaces, see below).  If the structure is already built, liberally coat everything you 
have access to.  Wait a few hours or overnight before applying 2nd coat.  IWS does not work on pressure treated 
wood or plywood; it is only effective on raw, solid wood.  

•          IWS has no sunscreen. The wood will eventually turn silver-gray from UV exposure. IWS may slightly darken 
the wood, especially redwood, which darkens more dramatically. See below for staining options for outer surfaces.   

•          IWS has zero VOCs and is nontoxic. The sealing action is inside the wood pores, so do not expect water to 
bead on the surface. The wood will be waterproofed within 2-3 days of treating and ready to use.  

Warning:  IWS is non-toxic once crystals have formed but in its liquid state it is slightly acidic.  Wear protective eye 
gear and a mask if spraying to prevent eye contact or inhaling of mist. Do not allow prolonged skin exposure.                           

Coverage – 1 gallon of IWS will double-coat approximately 100 sq ft on rough sawn wood or -125 square feet 
on smooth wood    (length X height, to calculate square feet) 

Our products are only sold factory direct in Portland, Oregon from our showroom or online via Shopify They are not 
available in stores. Prices below include shipping for those who can’t buy locally.  

YOU CAN NOW PURCHASE  IWS IN QUANTITIES FROM 1 TO 23 GALLONS ONLINE! To purchase product for 

shipping, please visit:  www.timberpro.myshopify.com  

For quantities over 23 gallons, call us for pricing. If you live in the Portland area, you can simply do an in-store 
purchase. (Pricing to Alaska or Hawaii not reflected. Please call for price quote.) Deck & Fence Formula (DF) stain 
may be added to order of IWS and boxed together to get the savings for 2- or 4-gallon boxed product.  

Do you want outer wood surfaces to retain their color? 

If you plan to stain the outside walls, you cannot treat those surfaces with IWS first. The two products are 
incompatible on the same surface. However, if you want the exterior of the box, or the plywood siding on a chicken 
coop to retain its color, then consider applying our Deck & Fence Formula (DF) stain/sealer in a color of your 
choice. DF stain comes in many different transparent tones. (see colors on website). Do not choose Clear if you 
don’t want the wood to turn gray. Price per gallon increases from $1 to $6 if you choose a Microtint, Semi-
transparent, or Semi-solid color.  DF stain may be added to order of IWS and boxed together to get the savings for 
2- or 4-gallon boxed product. Every order of DF stain is custom-tinted so stain is not returnable, order a sample kit 
first to determine your preferred color.  Sample kits are $12 each for up to 4  two ounce sample containers.   

Should you decide to order, please visit our Shopify page listed above for IWS or Deck & Fence Formula . For larger 
orders of over 23 gallons, please call toll free 888-888-6095 ( Mon – Fri 8:30 to 5 pm Pacific Time). Be ready with the 
amount you need, using the coverage rate mentioned above.  ”.   

Thank you from the team at Timber Pro Coatings USA  

http://www.timberpro.myshopify.com/

